PNEUMATIC CONTROLS

These controls require a clean, dry source of compressed air; 20 psi being typically used. Since pneumatic controls are air-consuming devices, compressor sizing should include the terminal controls. Control devices may include a velocity controller, air velocity sensor, pneumatic actuator, and volume damper. The pneumatic velocity controller is the brain which monitors pneumatic input signals from the thermostat and velocity sensor, and outputs a signal to the damper actuator resulting in air flow regulation. The pneumatic velocity sensor is mounted in the inlet of the terminal in the air stream, and provides the velocity controller with a signal proportional to actual air velocity pressure. The pneumatic damper actuator receives a pressure signal from the velocity controller in response to actual flow vs. desired flow.

THE VELOCITY CONTROLLER

The pneumatic velocity controller is a "pneumatic computer", monitoring inputs and directing outputs to maintain space temperature by controlling the flow rate of conditioned air into the space. The controller receives a pressure (psi) input signal from the thermostat (for variable air volume control), indicative of what air flow rate the thermostat requires to meet or maintain room temperature set point. As this input pressure varies, the controller is reset to a new required flow rate. The reset span or reset range is the input pressure range over which flow can be varied. The reset start point is the pressure at which reset begins. The flow rates at the beginning and end of the reset span are the upper and lower limits of air flow, commonly called maximum and minimum set points. Velocity controllers have dials which allow for adjustment of both the maximum and minimum flow rates. Anemostat pre-calibrates all controllers to their specified maximum and minimum flow rates, but remain adjustable in the field for flow trimming. The velocity controller constantly monitors two input pressure signals (inches w.c.) from the pneumatic air velocity sensor, located in the supply air stream. These signals are proportional to total pressure (high) and duct static pressure (low). The velocity controller automatically calculates velocity pressure through subtraction of total pressure minus static pressure (High-Low=ΔP). This differential signal then represents the controlled variable, air velocity pressure. By comparison of desired flow and actual flow, the controller responds with an output pressure (psi) to the pneumatic damper actuator for volume damper positioning. The main air source is used by the controller for this output pressure. Any flow rate change, due to duct static pressure changes or damper positioning changes, are automatically interpreted by the controller.

CONTROLLER C31

Anemostat’s best controller provides exceptional performance for precise air flow control. The C31 is a flexible, multi-function controller that maintains a full reset span regardless of the maximum and minimum sensor differential pressure signals, see diagram 1. Note that although the controller is configurable for normally open or normally closed volume control dampers, the damper linkage must be physically configured as normally open or normally closed.

C31 SPECIFICATIONS

- Multi-function reset controller featuring factory set reset start point and span
- Configurable for direct or reverse acting reset
- Configurable for normally open or normally closed dampers
- 0 to 10 psi field adjustable reset start point
- 0 to 10 psi field adjustable reset span
- Main Air Consumption: 1.0 scf/h @ 20 psi
- Recommended Main Air Pressure: 15 to 30 psi, 20 psi optimum
CONTROLLERS C23 & C24
Controllers C23 & C24 are economical alternatives for many less demanding applications. These controllers are application specific and the reset start point and span are non-adjustable. The full reset span does not remain fixed at 5 psi, but rather is a function of the maximum and minimum sensor differential pressure signals. A full 5 psi reset span is obtained only when the maximum CFM and minimum CFM sensor differential signals are $1'\Delta P$ and $0'\Delta P$. As the MAX/MIN signal settings approach each other, the reset span is chopped or reduced. The start point always remains fixed, while the span shrinks, see diagrams 2 & 3.

C23 SPECIFICATIONS
- Direct Acting / Normally Open Reset Controller
- Full Pressure Reset Range is 8 to 13 psi. Actual reset range is dependent upon differential pressure ($\Delta P$) range
- Start point fixed at 8 psi
- Main Air Consumption: 0.5 scfh @ 20 psi
- Main Air Pressure: 15 to 30 psi, 20 psi optimum

C24 SPECIFICATIONS
- Reverse Acting / Normally Closed Reset Controller
- Full Pressure Reset Range is 3 to 8 psi. Actual reset range is dependent upon differential pressure ($\Delta P$) range ·Start point remaining fixed at 3 psi
- Main Air Consumption: 0.5 scfh @ 20 psi
- Main Air Pressure: 15 to 30 psi, 20 psi optimum